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1. INTRODUCTION
The question of dilating a contraction to a unitary was considered first in 1953
by B. Sz.-Nagy in [40] (P. Halmos constructed a dilation in [21], but it was not a
power dilation); the first explicit construction of a unitary dilation was given by J.
Scha¨ffer in [34]. In [40] Sz.-Nagy has also constructed dilations of one-parameter
semigroups of contractions. Nagy’s dilation theorem was extended to pairs of com-
muting contractions by T. Ando in [3]. However, in 1970 S. Parrot provided a
counterexample to the existence of commuting unitary dilations for three commut-
ing contractions in [29]. More examples appeared later, see for example [43].
In [8] and [6] W. Arveson generalized dilation theory to the setting of arbitrary op-
erator algebras and their representations. More historical background and details
are available in [7] and [41].
Our goal in this paper is to give an explicit construction of commutative unitary
dilations of certain multi-parameter commutative semigroups of contractions. To
be more precise, given a d-tuple of commuting dissipative operators on a separable
Hilbert space H, we consider the multiparameter semigroup S of contractions that
they generate; we provide conditions on A1, . . . , Ad, such that S admits a dilation
to a commutative group of unitaries.
This paper is partially based on the results appearing in the Ph. D. thesis of E. S. written under the
supervision of V. V. in the Ben-Gurion university of the Negev. Both authors were partially supported by
US–Israel BSF grant 2010432.
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As was already implicit in the works of M. S. Livsic (see [13]) and P. Lax and R.
Phillips ( [24]) and became explicit later ( [1], [9], [22] and [23]), the construc-
tion of a unitary dilation has a simple system-theoretic interpretation: we embed
the contraction into a conservative discrete-time input/state/output (i/s/o) linear
system and consider the Hilbert space of square-summable trajectories with the
natural shift operator. See also Sarason’s Lemma [33, Lem. 0] that shows that
any unitary dilation is obtained in this way, the works of B. Pavlov [31] and [30],
and [10] for a survey of various mutlidimensional cases. We review these ideas in
Section 7 (see Lemma 7.1 and Proposition 7.2). Motivated by this we construct
an overdetermined multidimensional conservative (continuous-time) i/s/o system
and consider a Hilbert space of certain trajectories of this system with a natural
unitary representation of Rd on it by shifts. We expect that any commutative uni-
tary dilation of a commutative semigroup of contractions arises in this way, so that
the sufficient conditions on the operators A1, . . . , Ad, that we describe, are nec-
essary; we plan to address this question in a future work. For other sufficient
conditions for the existence of a commutative unitary dilation in the discrete-time
case, see [4], [5], [12], [16], [17] and [18].
In Section 2 we introduce the main tool in the construction, namely commutative
operator vessels and their associated systems. More concretely, if A1, . . . , Ad is
a d-tuple of commuting bounded operators on a separable Hilbert space H, we
associate to them a collection of spaces and operators:
V “ `H, E ,Φ, tAjudj“1, tσjudj“1, tγjkudj,k“1, tγ˚jkudj,k“1˘
Here E is an auxiliary separable Hilbert space, Φ: H Ñ E is a bounded operator
and for every j, k “ 1, . . . , d, σj , γjk and γ˚jk are selfadjoint bounded operators on
E satisfying some conditions described in detail in the text (see (2.1) and (2.2)).
The study of operator vessels was initiated by M. S. Livsic (see for example the
papers [13], [28], [25] and [26] and the book [27]). A functional model for two
commuting dissipative operators with finite-dimensional imaginary parts was con-
structed by J. Ball and the second author in [11] using frequency domain methods.
We briefly recall the relevant notions of the associated overdetermined multidimen-
sional system, the adjoint system and the input and output compatibility conditions
in both the continuous and the discrete-time setting. We introduce all the neces-
sary background, notions and results. Some of the results are proved for the sake
of completeness. In particular we show that there is a natural way, given a d-tuple
of commuting operators, to embed them in a so-called strict vessel.
In Section 3 we consider the system of input and output compatibility conditions
in the analytic case. If d ě 3 this system is itself overdetermined. We find therefore
necessary and sufficient conditions on the vessel, so that the system of input (or
output) compatibility conditions admits a solution for any initial condition along
one of the axes analytic in some neighborhood of the origin. We call these condi-
tions very reasonable conditions or V R for short. We then show in Section 4 that
the V R conditions are independent of the choice of the axis and they hold at the
input if and only if they hold at the output. We also show that in the case of a
doubly commuting d-tuple of operators, we have the V R conditions automatically
for the strict vessel embedding.
We proceed in Section 5 to show that if the V R conditions hold and the system of
continuous-time compatibility conditions is hyperbolic, then it has a weak solution
in tempered distributions for every initial condition along one of the axes. We
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proceed to show that under certain assumptions the distribution is in fact a function
that is in L2 on lines with respect to a twisted inner product. We write a transform
taking the initial condition along the t1 axis into a condition along the tj axis and
demonstrate some of its properties. This section forms the technical toolbox for the
proof of the main dilation theorem.
In Section 6 we state the main dilation theorem: if a d-tuple of commuting dissi-
pative operators A1, . . . , Ad possesses the dissipative embedding property, namely
if they can be embedded into a vessel satisfying the V R conditions and such that
σ1, . . . , σd ě 0, then the semigroup of contraction generated by A1, . . . , Ad admits a
dilation to a commutative group of unitaries. In particular since the V R conditions
are vacuous when d “ 2 we obtain a version of Ando’s dilation theorem for the
continuous-time case. There are some technical restrictions, since we are dealing
with bounded generators, however our construction of the unitary dilation is com-
pletely explicit and thus should allow a further geometric analysis, similarly to the
one dimensional case.
We prove the main dilation theorem, i.e., we construct the dilation space and
the group of unitaries in Section 7 using the tools developed in Section 5. We
conclude by demonstrating a necessary and a sufficient condition for the dilation
thus obtained to be minimal.
2. LIVSIC COMMUTATIVE OPERATOR VESSELS
In this section we recall briefly the notion of Livsic commutative operator vessels,
for more information see [27].
Definition 2.1. Let H be a separable Hilbert space and A1, . . . , Ad a d-tuple of
commuting non-selfadjoint bounded operators on H. We fix an auxiliary separable
Hilbert space E , a bounded operator Φ: HÑ E and a d-tuple of bounded selfadjoint
operators on E , σ1, . . . , σd, satisfying the colligation condition, namely for every
k “ 1, . . . , d:
(2.1) Ak ´A˚k “ iΦ˚σkΦ.
We also fix two collections of bounded selfadjoint operators, γjk and γ˚jk, for j, k “
1, . . . , d on E , satisfying the following set of conditions:
‚ γjk “ ´γkj , γ˚jk “ ´γ˚kj ,
‚ σjΦA˚k ´ σkΦAj˚ “ γjkΦ,
‚ σjΦAk ´ σkΦAj “ γ˚jkΦ,
‚ γ˚jk ´ γjk “ i pσjΦΦ˚σk ´ σkΦΦ˚σjq .
(2.2)
The collection of operators and spaces satisfying the above conditions is called a
Livsic commutative operator vessel.
Given a Livsic commutative vessel one can associate to it an energy preserving
linear time invariant overdetermined system in continuous-time. Let u, y : Rd Ñ E
be smooth functions, we call them the input and output signals, respectively, and
let x : Rd Ñ H be a smooth function that we call the state, then we define the
system:
i
Bx
Btk `Akx “ Φ
˚σku,
y “ u´ iΦx.
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We will assume for now that u, y P C1pRd, Eq and x P C2pRd,Hq. We will discuss
latter on various relaxations of this assumption.
For d ą 1 the above system is overdetermined and hence requires input and
output compatibility conditions. It follows from the vessel conditions (2.2) (for
details see [27, Thm. 3.2.1]) that the necessary and sufficient input compatibility
conditions are given by:
(2.3) Φ˚
ˆ
σk
Bu
Btj ´ σj
Bu
Btk ` iγjku
˙
“ 0.
We define the strict input compatibility conditions by:
(2.4) σk
Bu
Btj ´ σj
Bu
Btk ` iγjku “ 0.
Similarly at the output we get the following system of compatibility conditions and
strict compatibility conditions:
(2.5) Φ˚
ˆ
σk
By
Btj ´ σj
By
Btk ` iγ˚jky
˙
“ 0.
(2.6) σk
By
Btj ´ σj
By
Btk ` iγ˚jky “ 0.
When d ą 2 we note that the system of input compatibility conditions (2.4) is it-
self overdetermined. The goal of the current paper is to understand the additional
compatibility conditions on (2.4) required for the system to have ”enough” solu-
tions in the hyperbolic case, i.e., when the operators A1, . . . , Ad are dissipative and
σ1, . . . , σd ě 0. We then use these solutions to construct a unitary dilation for the
semigroup of contractions generated by A1, . . . , Ad.
One can show that if u solves the system of input compatibility conditions, then
for each initial condition xp0q “ h P H, there exists a unique state x solving the
system and the output y then satisfies the output compatibility conditions, see [11]
for the d “ 2 case and [27,36] for the general case. The formula for x is then:
(2.7) xpt1, . . . , tdq “ ei
řd
j“1 tjAj ph´
i
ż pt1,...,tdq
0
e´i
řd
j“1 sjAjΦ˚
˜
dÿ
j“1
σjups1, . . . , sdqdsj
¸¸
.
We also have the adjoint vessel:
V˚ “ `H, E ,´Φ, tAj˚ udj“1, t´σjudj“1, t´γjkudj,k“1, t´γ˚jkudj,k“1˘
The adjoint system, namely the associated system of the adjoint vessel, is given by:
i
Bx˜
Btk `A
˚
k x˜ “ Φ˚σku˜,
y˜ “ u˜` iΦx˜.
(2.8)
It is proved in [11], [27] and [36] that pu, x, yq is a system trajectory for the
associated system of V if and only if py, x, uq is a system trajectory for the adjoint
system. Using this we deduce the energy balance equations ( [36, Cor. 1.2.8]).
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Namely for a trajectory pu, x, yq of the associated system we have for every t “
pt1, . . . , tdq P Rd:
(2.9) }xpt` sejq}2 ´ }xptq}2 “ż s
0
xσjupt` pejq, upt` pejqydp´
ż s
0
xσjypt` pejq, ypt` pejqydp.
We briefly recall the proof for the sake of completeness:
B
Btj xx, xy “ x
Bx
Btj , xy ` xx,
Bx
Btj y “ xiAjx´ iΦ
˚σju, xy ` xx, iAjx´ iΦ˚σjuy “
xipAj ´Aj˚ qx, xy ´ ixu, σjΦxy ` ixσjΦx, uy “
xu, σjpu´ yqy ` xσjpu´ yq, uy ´ xσjΦx,Φxy “ xσju, uy ´ xσjy, yy.
Now all that remains is to integrate with respect to tj to get the desired result.
Note that it follows from this proof that if pu, x, yq is a system trajectory, with u
and y locally integrable on every line parallel to one of the axes and such that the
system still admits a solution x that is absolutely continuous on every such line and
thus almost everywhere differentiable on it (as a function of one variable), then
the energy balance equations still hold. We will use this comment in the following
sections.
Definition 2.2. We will say that a vessel V is strict if:
‚ Φ is surjective,
‚ Xdj“1 kerσj “ 0.
We will say that V is weakly strict if Xdj“1 ker Φ˚σj “ 0.
Clearly, if V is strict it is weakly strict; the converse is not necessarily true. It
was shown in [27] that every d-tuple of commuting operators admits an embedding
into an essentially unique strict vessel (see [36] for a non-commutative case). The
embedding is given as follows:
E “
dÿ
j“1
ImpAj ´Aj˚ q,
Φ “ PE ,
σj “ 1
i
pAj ´Aj˚ q|E ,
γjk “ 1
i
pAjA˚k ´AkAj˚ qE ,
γ˚jk “ 1
i
pAj˚Ak ´A˚kAjq|E .
(2.10)
The subspace E is called the non-Hermitian subspace of the d-tuple A1, . . . , Ad.
3. SOLUTION IN THE ANALYTIC CASE
Assume that u is a real analytic function with a convergent power series expan-
sion around the origin:
uptq “
ÿ
nPNd
apnqtn.
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Then plugging the power series into (2.4) we get the following difference equation
on the coefficients of the power series:
σkapn` ejq ´ σjapn` ekq ` iγjkapnq “ 0.
Remark 3.1. Consider a collection of operators and spaces satisfying the vessel con-
ditions (2.2), i.e., a vessel in the more general sense of [11] and [27, Part III]
(without the colligation condition (2.1)). We can associate to such a general vessel
a linear overdetermined discrete-time i/s/o system, such that the corresponding
system of input compatibility conditions is the system of difference equations ob-
tained above.
We will assume from now on that σ1 is invertible. Denote by dj the shift operator
in the j-th coordinate, namely pdjaqpnq “ apn`ejq, for every n P Nd. We would like
to be able to solve the system for every initial condition along the n1 axis. Consider
an equation that contains σ1, and multiply it by σ´11 to get:
(3.1) apn` ekq “ σ´11 σkapn` e1q ` iσ´11 γ1kapnq.
Applying first dj and then dk we get:
apn` ek ` ejq “ σ´11 σkapn` ej ` e1q ` iσ´11 γ1kapn` ejq “
σ´11 σkσ
´1
1 σjapn` 2e1q ` iσ´11 σkσ´11 γ1japn` e1q ` iσ´11 γ1kσ´11 σjapn` e1q´
σ´11 γ1kσ
´1
1 γ1japnq.
Since the shift operators along different axes commute we get that:`
σkσ
´1
1 σj ´ σkσ´11 σj
˘
apn` 2e1q `
`
γ1jσ
´1
1 γ1k ´ γ1kσ´11 γ1j
˘
apnq`
i
`
σkσ
´1
1 γ1j ` γ1kσ´11 σj ´ σjσ´11 γ1k ´ γ1jσ´11 σk
˘
apn` e1q “ 0.
Now if we take n “ 0 and use the fact that we require the system to be solvable
for every initial condition along the n1-axis we get the following set of necessary
conditions:
‚ rσ´11 σj , σ´11 σks “ 0,
‚ rσ´11 γ1j , σ´11 γ1ks “ 0,
‚ rσ´11 σk, σ´11 γ1js “ rσ´11 σj , σ´11 γ1ks.
(3.2)
There are more necessary conditions, since we have a lot of equations that do not
involve σ1. We take such an equation and use (3.1) to get:
σkσ
´1
1 σjapn` e1q ` iσkσ´11 γ1japnq ´ σjσ´11 σkapn` e1q´
iσjσ
´1
1 γ1kapnq ` iγjkapnq “ 0.
If we apply now the necessary conditions (3.2) and use again the fact that for n “ 0
the vector ap0q is arbitrary we get that:
(3.3) γjk “ σjσ´11 γ1k ´ σkσ´11 γ1j .
Then the following proposition is almost immediate:
Proposition 3.2. The conditions (3.2) and (3.3) are necessary and sufficient for the
system of discrete-time input compatibility equations to have a solution for every initial
condition along the n1-axis.
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Proof. We have seen above that this set of conditions is necessary. Now for suf-
ficiency note that using (3.3) we can eliminate all of the equations that do not
involve σ1. The other equations are compatible by (3.2) and thus for every initial
apn1, 0, . . . , 0q “ bpn1q they define a unique function a. In fact if apn1, 0, . . . , 0q “
bpn1q we can write a as follows (recall that d1 stands for the shift in the first coor-
dinate):
(3.4) apn1, . . . , ndq “ pα2d1 ` iβ2qn2 ¨ ¨ ¨ pαdd1 ` iβdqndbpn1q.
Here αj “ σ´11 σj and βj “ σ´11 γ1j . 
Remark 3.3. For the necessity part of Proposition 3.2 it is in fact enough to assume
that ap0q, ape1q and ap2e1q are arbitrary.
Definition 3.4. We will call a vessel that satisfies conditions (3.2) and (3.3) very
reasonable.
Remark 3.5. In [37, Cor. 2.20] and the following discussion, similar conditions were
given for a tensor γ P MnpCq b ^k`1Cd`1 to be very reasonable. The difference
is that in [37] we require E to be finite-dimensional and we also require generic
semisimplicity, whereas in the case at hand we do not need either.
We now use (3.2) and (3.3) to describe the solution in the continuous-time case
when the initial condition is an E-valued analytic function in a neighbourhood of
0. Recall, that a function f : p´r, rq Ñ E is strongly analytic at 0 if there exist
tξnu8n“0 Ă E , such that fptq “
ř8
n“0 ξntn, where the series converges in norm
for every t in a neighborhood of 0. This condition is in fact equivalent to weak
analyticity, namely that for every ξ P E the function xfptq, ξy is real analytic in a
neighbourhood of 0. The following theorem can be thought of as a version of the
classical Cauchy-Kowalevskaya theorem (cf. [15, Sec. I.D]).
Theorem 3.6. Assume that we are given an initial condition upt1, 0, . . . , 0q “ fpt1q
analytic near the origin and that (3.2) and (3.3) are satisfied, then there exists an
open neighborhood of the origin and a unique analytic solution u to the input com-
patibility system.
Proof. First note that as in the discrete-time case, (3.3) allows us to eliminate all
of the equations that do not involve σ1, hence we are left with the system (j “
2, . . . , d):
Bu
Btj “ αj
Bu
Bt1 ` βju.
Here αj “ σ´11 σj and βj “ iσ´11 γ1j . We write an expansion for the initial condition
f and the solution u in a polydisc around the origin and solve for the coefficients.
This reduces the problem to the discrete-time case that we have already seen, ex-
cept that we have to verify that the series for u is locally convergent. If the radius
of convergence of the series of fpt1q “ ř8m“0 bpmqtm1 around 0 is R, then for every
0 ă r ă R, there exists a constant M ą 0, such that }bpmq} ď Mrm . Now we note
that we can obtain the coefficients of u in terms of the bpmq using Equation 3.4. If
we set C “ maxt}αj}, }βj} | j “ 2, . . . du, then we get that:
}apnq} ď C |n|´n1M 1
rn1
p1` 1
r
q|n|´n1 .
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Therefore, the series for u will converge in the closed polydisc around the origin
with polyradius pr, rCpr`1q , . . . , rCpr`1q q. Since this is true for every 0 ă r ă R,
we see that the series for u will converge in the polydisc around the origin with
polyradius pR, RCpR`1q , . . . , RCpR`1q q.

4. VERY REASONABLE CONDITIONS
In this Section we will discuss the conditions (3.2) and (3.3) that we will call
very reasonable conditions or V R conditions for brevity. We have defined the V R
conditions in the case of the input compatibility system. A similar set of conditions
arises at the output, namely for j, k “ 2, . . . , d:
‚ rσ´11 σj , σ´11 σks “ 0,
‚ rσ´11 γ˚1j , σ´11 γ˚1ks “ 0,
‚ rσ´11 σk, σ´11 γ˚1js “ rσ´11 σj , σ´11 γ˚1ks,
‚ γ˚jk “ σjσ´11 γ˚1k ´ σkσ´11 γ˚1j .
(4.1)
Let us call this system of conditions V R˚ conditions. We will now investigate the
relation between the V R and V R˚ conditions.
Proposition 4.1. Given a vessel V, it satisfies the V R conditions if and only if it
satisfies the V R˚ conditions.
Proof. It suffices to prove only one implication, since the proof of the other will be
symmetric. Assume that the V R conditions hold and thus the first condition of the
V R˚ conditions is automatically satisfied.
From the linkage vessel condition, we get:
(4.2) γjk “ γ˚jk ´ iσjΦΦ˚σk ` iσkΦΦ˚σj .
To prove that the fourth compatibility condition of (4.1) holds, we use the link-
age condition to obtain:
γ˚jk “ γjk ` iσjΦΦ˚σk ´ iσkΦΦ˚σj .
Then equation (3.3) yields:
(4.3) γ˚jk “ σjσ´11 γ1k ´ σkσ´11 γ1jiσjΦΦ˚σk ´ iσkΦΦ˚σj .
Now using (4.2), we get:
σjσ
´1
1 γ1k “ σjσ´11 γ˚1k ´ iσjΦΦ˚σk ` iσjσ´11 σkΦΦ˚σ1
γ1kσ
´1
1 σj “ σjσ´11 γ˚1k ´ iσ1ΦΦ˚σkσ´11 σj ` iσkΦΦ˚σj
(4.4)
Plugging in the equations of (4.4) into (4.3), and using the first condition of (3.2),
we obtain the fourth equation of (4.1).
Similarly we consider the third equation of (3.2). We use (4.4) and obtain im-
mediately the third condition of (4.1).
Using the vessel conditions one obtains the following equation:
σjΦΦ
˚σkΦΦ˚σl “ iσjΦA˚kΦ˚σk ´ iσjΦAkΦ˚σl
iγ˚jkΦΦ˚σl “ iσkΦAAjΦ˚σl ´ iσjΦAkΦ˚σl
iσjΦΦ
˚γ˚kl “ iσjΦA˚kΦ˚σl ´ iσjΦA˚l Φ˚σk.
(4.5)
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Using (4.4) on the second condition of (3.2). we get:
0 “ γ˚1jσ´11 γ˚1k ´ γ˚1kσ´11 γ˚1j ´ iγ˚1jΦΦ˚σk`
` iγ˚1kΦΦ˚σj ` ipγ˚1jσ´11 σk ´ γ˚1kσ´11 σjqΦΦ˚σ1`
` iσjΦΦ˚γ˚1k ´ iσ3ΦΦ˚γ˚1j ` iσ1ΦΦ˚pσkσ´11 γ˚1j ´ σjσ´11 γ˚1kq´
´ σ1ΦΦ˚σjΦΦ˚σk ` σjΦΦ˚σ1ΦΦ˚σk ´ σjΦΦ˚σjΦΦ˚σ1`
` σ1ΦΦ˚σjΦΦ˚σk ´ σkΦΦ˚σ1ΦΦ˚σj ` σkΦΦ˚σjΦΦ˚σ1
(4.6)
Now using the fourth equation of (4.1) and (4.5), we see that all the terms cancel,
but for the first two. Thus we have obtained the second equation of (4.1) and the
proposition is proved. 
Now that we know that the V R conditions fit naturally into the framework of
vessels, we ask a question about invariance under coordinate changes. Namely, we
assume that σ2 is invertible as well and we can write a system of V R conditions for
σ2, for j, k “ 1, 3, 4, . . . , d:
‚ rσ´12 σj , σ´12 σks “ 0,
‚ rσ´12 γ2j , σ´12 γ2ks “ 0,
‚ rσ´12 σk, σ´12 γ2js “ rσ´12 σj , σ´12 γ2ks,
‚ γjk “ σjσ´12 γ2k ´ σkσ´12 γ2j .
(4.7)
We will call this system of conditions V R conditions in the direction of e2 and we
refer to the original V R conditions as V R conditions in the direction of e1.
Proposition 4.2. Given a vessel V such that both σ1 and σ2 are invertible, then the
V R conditions in the direction of e1 are satisfied if and only if the V R conditions in
the direction of e2 are satisfied.
Proof. Let us assume that the V R conditions in the direction of e2 hold. Then for
every k “ 3, . . . , d we have that:
σ1σ
´1
2 σk “ σkσ´12 σ1.
Premultiplying by σ´11 we get:
σ´12 σk “ σ´11 σkσ´12 σ1.
Hence for every j, k “ 3, . . . , d we get:
σjσ
´1
2 σk “ σjσ´11 σkσ´12 σ1.
Now using the first V R condition for σ2 we get:
σjσ
´1
1 σkσ
´1
2 σ1 “ σkσ´11 σjσ´12 σ1.
This gives us the first V R condition in the direction of e1, namely the first equation
of (3.2) for j, k “ 3, . . . , d. We only need to check for j “ 2 and k “ 3, . . . , d:
σ2σ
´1
1 σk ´ σkσ´11 σ2 “ σ2σ´11
`
σk ´ σ1σ´12 σkσ´11 σ2
˘ “
σ2σ
´1
1
`
σk ´ σkσ´12 σ1σ´11 σ2
˘ “ 0.
We get the second equation of (3.2) in exactly the same way. Combining the two
we get easily the third equation of (3.2).
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Now we use the fourth equation of (4.7) to get that for every k “ 3, . . . , d:
γ1k “ σ1σ´12 γ2k ´ σkσ´12 γ21.
Therefore for j, k “ 2, . . . , d:
σjσ
´1
1 γ1k ´ σkσ´11 γ1j “ σjσ´12 γ2k ´ σjσ´11 σkσ´12 γ21
´ σkσ´12 γ2j ` σkσ´11 σjσ´12 γ21 “ γjk.
Here we have used the first equation of (3.2) and the fourth equation of (4.7) for
j, k “ 3, . . . , d. For j “ 2 and k “ 3, . . . , d we get:
σ2σ
´1
1 γ1k ´ σkσ´11 γ12 “
γ2k ´ σ2σ´11 σkσ´12 γ21 ´ σkσ´11 γ12 “ γ2k.
Hence we proved that (3.3) holds. 
Given a vessel V we can consider as in [36] the linear maps ρ : Rd Ñ BpHq,
σ : Rd Ñ BpHq and γ : ^2 Rd Ñ BpHq given by:
ρpejq “ Aj , σpejq “ σj , γpej ^ ekq “ γjk.
Then for every T P GLdpRq we can define:
ATj “ ρpTejq, σTj “ σpTejq, γTjk “ γp^2pT qej ^ ekq.
Thus we get a vessel VT , we call this the coordinate change corresponding to T .
We will say that V satisfies the V R conditions in the direction of Te1 if VT satisfies
the V R conditions in the direction of e1, generalizing (4.7).
Corollary 4.3. Let us assume that there exist ξ, η P Rd, such that both ξσ “ řdj“1 ξjσj
and ησ are invertible and V satisfies the V R conditions in the direction of ξ then it
satsfies the V R conditions in the direction of η. In particular, there exists an open set
U Ă GLdpRq, such that for every T P U , V satisfies the V R conditions in the direction
of Tξ.
Proof. We can take T P GLdpRq, such that Tξ “ e1 and Tη “ e2 and apply Proposi-
tion 4.2. To obtain the second part of the statement we note that since the invertible
matrices are an open set, for η P Rd, such that }ξσ ´ ησ} is small enough, we have
that ησ is invertible. 
This corollary allows us to treat V R conditions without mentioning the direction.
For definiteness we will assume for the rest of this section that the V R conditions
in direction e1 are satisfied.
Remark 4.4. In case dim E ă 8 one notes that the set U from the above Corollary
is in fact Zariski open and dense.
The V R conditions are slightly redundant as the following proposition shows:
Proposition 4.5. Assume that V is a vessel that satisfies (3.3), then it satisfies the
third condition of (3.2) automatically.
Proof. Since γjk and σj are selfadjoint we get by taking the adjoint of (3.3) that:
γjk “ γ1kσ´11 σj ´ γ1jσ´11 σk.
Now subtract it from (3.3) to get the third equation of (3.2). 
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The following is a strong converse to Proposition 4.5 and provides a way to
construct V R vessels from partial data:
Proposition 4.6. Assume that we are given a d-tuple of commuting non-selfadjoint
operators A1, . . . , Ad on H, an operator Φ: H Ñ E and a collection of selfadjoint
operators σ1, . . . , σd and γ12, . . . , γ1d on E , such that σ1 is invertible, the commuta-
tivity conditions (3.2) hold and the relevant vessel conditions hold, namely for every
j “ 1, . . . , d:
Aj ´Aj˚ “ iΦ˚σjΦ.
γ1jΦ “ σ1ΦAj˚ ´ σjΦA1˚ .
Then there exists a V R vessel V with the above data.
Proof. We define γjk using (3.3), namely:
γjk “ σjσ´11 γ1k ´ σkσ´11 γ1j .
Then using the same computation as in the preceding Proposition we see that γjk
is selfadjoint. Now to see that it satisfies the input vessel condition we check:
γjkΦ “ σjσ´11 γ1kΦ´ σkσ´11 γ1jΦ “
σjσ
´1
1 pσ1ΦA˚k ´ σkΦA1˚ q ´ σkσ´11
`
σ1ΦAj˚ ´ σjΦA1˚
˘ “ σjΦA˚k ´ σkΦAj˚ .
The last equality follows from the first condition of (3.2). Now we define γ˚jk using
the linkage condition to get a vessel V. It is obvious that this vessel satisfies the
V R conditions. 
Recall that from Definition 2.2 a strict vessel is a vessel, such that Φ is surjective
and Xdj“1 kerσj “ 0. Since we assume that σ1 is invertible, the second condition
holds automatically. The strict vessels are slightly easier to work with as the follow-
ing claim shows:
Proposition 4.7. Assume that V is a strict vessel that satisfies the first condition of
(3.2), namely σjσ´11 σk “ σkσ´11 σj . Then V satisfies the V R conditions.
Proof. Since the vessel is strict Φ is surjective and Φ˚ is injective. We can assume
without loss of generality that ΦΦ˚ “ IE . Hence from the vessel conditions we get
that:
σjσ
´1
1 γ1kΦ´ σkσ´11 γ1jΦ´ γjkΦ “
σjσ
´1
1 pσ1ΦA˚k ´ σkΦA1˚ q ´ σkσ´11
`
σ1ΦAj˚ ´ σjΦA1˚
˘´ σjΦA˚k ` σkΦAj˚ “`
σjσ
´1
1 σk ´ σkσ´11 σj
˘
ΦA1˚ .
Now postmultiplying by Φ˚ we obtain:
σjσ
´1
1 γ1k ´ σkσ´11 γ1j ´ γjk “
`
σjσ
´1
1 σk ´ σkσ´11 σj
˘
ΦA1˚Φ
˚.
In particular (3.3) follows from the first condition of (3.2). Next we compute:
Φ˚γ1jσ´11 γ1kΦ “ pAjΦ˚σ1 ´A1Φ˚σjqσ´11 pσ1ΦA˚k ´ σkΦA1˚ q “
AjΦ
˚σ1ΦA˚k ´AjΦ˚σkΦA1˚ ´A1Φ˚σjΦA˚k `A1Φ˚σjσ´11 σkΦA1˚ “
1
i
pAjA1A˚k ´AjA1˚A˚kq ´ 1i pAjAkA1˚ ´AjA
˚
kA1˚ q ´ 1i pA1AjA
˚
k ´A1Aj˚A˚kq`
A1Φ
˚σjσ´11 σkΦA1˚ “
1
i
pA1Aj˚A˚k ´AjAkA1˚ q `A1Φ˚σjσ´11 σkΦA1˚ .
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Similarly we get:
Φ˚γ1kσ´11 γ1jΦ “
1
i
pA1A˚kAj˚ ´AkAjA1˚ q `A1Φ˚σkσ´11 σjΦA1˚
Now since the Aj commute we obtain after premultiplying by Φ and postmultiply-
ing by Φ˚ that:
γ1jσ
´1
1 γ1k ´ γ1kσ´11 γ1j “ ΦA1Φ˚
`
σjσ
´1
1 σk ´ σkσ´11 σj
˘
ΦA1˚Φ
˚.
In particular the second condition of (3.2) follows from the first. Now using Propo-
sition 4.5 we get the result. 
Corollary 4.8. Assume that A1, . . . , Ad are doubly commuting (i.e., rAj , A˚k s “ 0 for
every j ‰ k) and that there exists ξ P Rd, such that řdj“1 ξjpAj ´ Aj˚ q is invertible
when restricted to the non-Hermitian subspace, then the strict vessel they embed into
satisfies the V R conditions.
Proof. From the formulae (2.10) it follows that the σj commute and our assumption
implies that there exists ξ P Rd, such that ξσ is invertible. Now apply Proposition
4.7 to get the result. 
Remark 4.9. Let A1, . . . , Ad be a d-tuple of commuting operators, then Proposition
4.7 and Corollary 4.8 imply that the assumption that the strict vessel satisfies the
V R conditions is a generalization of the doubly-commuting property.
5. SOLUTION IN THE HYPERBOLIC CASE
In this section we study the hyperbolic case and thus from now on we assume
that there exists an  ą 0, such that σ1 ą I. Let us write again αj “ σ´11 σj and
βj “ σ´11 γ1j and set α1 “ IE and β1 “ 0. In this case αj and βj are selfadjoint with
respect to the σ1-inner product on E . Without loss of generality we may assume
that σ1 “ IE , since otherwise we can simply replace the inner product on E by the
σ1-inner product and then the σj will be replaced by αj and γ1j will be replaced
by βj . For x P Rd let us write αpxq “ řdj“1 xjαj and similarly βpxq “ řdj“1 xjβj .
Since α1 “ I there exists j ą 0 small enough such that α1 ` jαj ą δI for every
j “ 2, . . . , d and some δ ą 0. Hence by changing coordinates we may assume that
αj ą δI for every j “ 2, . . . , d. The following definition describes the future cone
of our system:
Definition 5.1. Let V be a vessel, define the following set in Rd:
PospVq “ tξ P Rd | D ą 0 : ξσ “
dÿ
j“1
ξjσj ą IEu.
Note that PospVq is either empty or an open convex cone in Rd.
Recall that by a theorem of Grothendieck a function with values in E is smooth
if and only if it is weakly smooth (cf. [19, Sec. 3.8] or [20]). Denote by SpR, Eq
the Schwarz space of E-valued rapidly decreasing smooth functions on R. Namely,
SpR, Eq is the space of smooth E-valued functions, such that for every two poly-
nomials P and Q we have that }P ptqQp BBt qf} is bounded on R. By [42, Thm.
44.1] and [42, Ex. 44.6] we have that SpR, Eq – SpRqpbE , where the choice of the
completed tensor product does not matter since SpRq is a nuclear Frechet space
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(cf. [42, Ch. 51]). We also consider the space of tempered E-distributions on R,
namely the topological dual of SpR, Eq, that we will denote by S 1pR, Eq. Since our
goal is to discuss operators on Hilbert spaces we will use an anti-linear pairing be-
tween tempered distributions and Schwarz functions. We note that we can endow
S 1pR, Eq with the strong topology of uniform convergence on bounded subsets and
that by [42, Prop. 50.7] we have S 1pR, Eq – S 1pRqpbE (the identification is again
anti-linear). We can also endow S 1pR, Eq with the weak topology of pointwise con-
vergence and those topologies will coincide if and only if dim E ă 8. Similarly we
define SpRd, Eq and S 1pRd, Eq. We will also use the space L2pR, Eq that is the space
of all weakly measurable functions f : R Ñ E (this is equivalent by Pettis’ theorem
to strongly measurable since E is separable), such that:
}f}2L2 “
ż 8
´8
}fptq}2dt ă 8.
Similarly, if α is an invertible positive-definite operator on E we will define the
space L2pR, E , αq as the set of all weakly measurable functions f : R Ñ E , such
that: ż 8
´8
xαfptq, fptqydt ă 8.
Then in particular we have that L2pR, Eq – L2pRqpbHE , where pbH is the tensor
product of Hilbert spaces. We have a continuous embedding SpR, Eq ãÑ L2pR, Eq
and its image is dense. We can define the Fourier transform by considering the
continuous linear map F b IE on SpRqpbE . This is equivalent to:
Fpfqptq “ 1?
2pi
ż 8
´8
e´istfpsqds.
Here the integral is considered as a Gel’fand-Pettis integral and by the same consid-
eration as in the classical Plancherel theorem it extends to an isometric automor-
phism of L2pR, Eq.
Let us assume now that the input signal is a Schwarz E-valued function on Rd
and assume that the initial condition is u “ f on the t1-axis. Let us then apply the
Fourier transform along the t1-axis to u and write F1puq “ pu. Then we get a system
of equations (j “ 2, . . . , d):
Bpu
Btj “ iαjτ1pu` iβjpu.
Here τ1 is the variable in the frequency domain. The initial condition is pu “ pf on
the τ1-axis. Each of these equations has a solution of the form:
ϕjpτ1, t2, . . . , tdq “ eitjpαjτ1`βjqCjpτ1, t2, . . . , tj´1, tj`1, . . . , tdq,
where Cj is an E-valued function. One then can proceed plugging one solution
into the other equations and then using the initial condition. Since the equations
are compatible and the pencils in the exponent commute by (3.2), we will get a
solution: pu “ eřdj“2 itjpαjτ1`βjq pfpτ1q.
Hence a solution to the system of input compatibility equations is:
(5.1) upt1, . . . , tdq “ 1?
2pi
ż 8
´8
e
řd
j“1 itjpαjτ1`βjq pfpτ1qdτ1.
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This computation makes sense for Schwarz functions. We will show below (see
Corollary 5.5) that for every f P SpR, Eq the above formula defines a smooth E-
valued function on Rd (not necessarily Schwarz) that is a solution of our system.
Next we would like to extend it to a wider class of functions on R.
Note that Rd acts on SpR, Eq by ptej ¨ ϕqpsq “ eitpsαj`βjqϕpsq. This function is
clearly Schwarz since both αj and βj are selfadjoint and hence the exponent is
a unitary operator on E . We can conjugate this action by the Fourier transform,
namely we get a representation of Rd:
(5.2) piptejqϕ “ F´1peitpsαj`βjqFpϕqq.
Note that this representation is smooth by virtue of a theorem of Bruhat ( [44, Prop.
4.4.1.7] and the following fact:
pip BBt1 qϕ “ ϕ
1.
pip BBtj qϕ “ αjϕ
1 ` iβjϕ.
By [44, Prop. 4.4.1.9] we have that the contragredient representation of Rd on
S 1pR, Eq is also smooth, since S 1pR, Eq is complete. Hence we get for every f P
S 1pR, Eq a smooth function Lf : Rd´1 Ñ S 1pR, Eq that is evaluated as:
xLf pt2, . . . , tdqp¨q, ϕy “ xf,Fpe´i
řd
j“2 tjpsαj`βjqF´1pϕqqy.
Note that if u P SpRd, Eq, that solves the system of input compatibility condi-
tions and f is its restriction to the t1-axis, then (5.1) implies that up¨, t2, . . . , tdq “
Lf pt2, . . . , tdqp¨q. Note also, that in general the function Lf solves the input com-
patibility conditions in the following sense:
pip BBtj qLf “ αjLf 1 ` iβjLf “ pαjpip
B
Bt1 q ` iβjqLf .
Remark 5.2. Recall that equation (3.3) implies that the remaining equations are
satisfied, if those involving σ1 are satisfied.
Proposition 5.3. The function Lf defines a tempered E-valued distribution uf on Rd
as follows:
(5.3) xuf , ψy “
ż
Rd´1
xLf pt2, . . . , tdqp¨q, ψp¨, t2, . . . , tdqydt2 ¨ ¨ ¨ dtd.
Here ψ P SpRd, Eq is a Schwarz function.
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Proof. We note that since f P S 1pR, Eq there exist polynomials P ptq and Qptq and a
constant C ą 0, such that for every choice of t2, . . . , td and ψ, we have:
|xLf pt2, . . . , tdqp¨q, ψp¨, t2, . . . , tdqy| “
|xf,Fpe´i
řd
j“2 tjpsαj`βjqF´1pψp¨, t2, . . . , tdqqqy| ď
C sup
t1PR
}P pt1qQp BBt1 qFpe
´iřdj“2 tjpsαj`βjqF´1pψpt1, t2, . . . , tdqqq} “
C sup
t1PR
}FpP pi BBs qQp´isqe
´iřdj“2 tjpsαj`βjqF´1pψpt1, t2, . . . , tdqqq} “
C sup
t1PR
}FpP pi BBs qe
´iřdj“2 tjpsαj`βjqF´1pQp BBt1 qψpt1, t2, . . . , tdqqq} ď
CC 1 sup
sPR
}P pi BBs qe
´iřdj“2 tjpsαj`βjqF´1pp1` BBt21 qQp
B
Bt1 qψpt1, t2, . . . , tdqqq}.
The last inequality is due to the fact that for every function ϕ P SpR, Eq we have
that:
(5.4) sup
sPR
}Fpϕqpsq} ď C 1 sup
sPR
}p1` s2qϕpsq}.
For the derivative of the exponent applied to a Schwarz function we have the fol-
lowing bound (here we write η “ F´1pp1` BBt21
qQp BBt1 qψpt1, t2, . . . , tdqq):
} BBs
´
e´i
řd
j“2 tjpsαj`βjqηpsq
¯
} ď } BBs
´
e´i
řd
j“2 tjpsαj`βjq
¯
ηpsq} ` }BηBs }
We use here the fact that the exponent is a unitary operator for every choice of real
s. Now we have the following well known equality:
B
Bs
´
e´i
řd
j“2 tjpsαj`βjq
¯
“ ´
ż 1
0
e´iw
řd
j“2 tjpsαj`βjq
˜
dÿ
j“2
tjαj
¸
e´p1´wqi
řd
j“2 tjpsαj`βjqdw.
Thus we obtain the inequality:
} BBs
´
e´i
řd
j“2 tjpsαj`βjqηpsq
¯
} ď
dÿ
j“2
|tj |}αj}}ηpsq} ` }BηBs }.
Notice that in the expression
Bη
Bs we can push
B
Bs into F
´1 replacing it by ´it1.
Using estimate (5.4) we can then get rid of the Fourier transform. Applying these
considerations to every monomial in P we eventually get that there exist a constant
C˜ ą 0 and polynomials P˜ , Q˜ P Crt1, . . . , tds, such that:
|xLf pt2, . . . , tdqp¨q, ψp¨, t2, . . . , tdqy| ď C˜ sup
t1PR
}P˜ ptqQ˜p BBt qψptq}.
As for the integral we write:ˇˇˇˇż
Rd´1
xLf pt2, . . . , tdqp¨q, ψp¨, t2, . . . , tdqydt2 ¨ ¨ ¨ dtd
ˇˇˇˇ
ď
C0 sup
t“pt1,...,tdqPRdq
}p1` t22 ` . . .` t2dqdP˜ ptqQ˜p BBt qψptq}.
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Here C0 “ C˜
ş
Rd´1p1` t22 ` . . .` t2dq´ddt2 ¨ ¨ ¨ td. 
Proposition 5.4. The tempered distribution uf defined in (5.3) is a weak solution for
the system of input compatibility conditions.
Proof. We want to show that for every f P S 1pR, Eq and every ψ P SpR, Eq, we have:
xBufBtk , ψy “ xαk
Buf
Bt1 ` iβkuf , ψy.
Since αk and βk are selfadjoint, by taking the adjoint we see that the desired equal-
ity becomes:
xuf , BψBtk y “ xu, αk
Bψ
Bt1 ` iβkψy.
For ψ P SpRd, Eq, we want to compute xuf , BBtkψy, for some k “ 2, . . . , d. For
fixed t2, . . . , td P Rd we have:
xLf pt2, . . . , tdqp¨q, BBtkψy “ xf,Fpe
´iřdj“2 tjpsαj`βjqF´1p BBtkψqqy.
Now we compute:
B
Btk
´
Fpe´i
řd
j“2 tjpsαj`βjqF´1pψq
¯
“
F
ˆ B
Btk
´
e´i
řd
j“2 tjpsαj`βjq
¯
F´1pψq
˙
` Fpe´i
řd
j“2 tjpsαj`βjqF´1p BψBtk qq “
´ Fpe´i
řd
j“2 tjpsαj`βjqpisαk ` iβkqF´1pψqq ` Fpe´i
řd
j“2 tjpsαj`βjqF´1p BψBtk qq “
´ Fpe´i
řd
j“2 tjpsαj`βjqF´1pαk BψBt1 ` iβkψqq ` Fpe
´iřdj“2 tjpsαj`βjqF´1p BψBtk qq.
Now we apply f and integrate on Rd´1 to get:ż
Rd´1
xf, BBtk
´
Fpe´i
řd
j“2 tjpsαj`βjqF´1pψp¨, t2, . . . , tdq
¯
y “
´ xfuf , αk BψBt1 ` iβkψy ` xuf ,
Bψ
Btk y.
It remains to note that the left hand side is zero since ψ is a Schwarz function on
Rd and f is a distribution on R.

Lemma 5.5. If f P SpR, Eq then uf is a smooth function on Rd that solves the system
of input compatibility equations. Furthermore, uf is given by the formula (5.1).
Proof. Let f P SpR, Eq and note that by definition:
Lf pt2, . . . , tdqp¨q “ ppip¨, t2, . . . , tdqfqp0q.
Here pi is the representation defined in (5.2). Therefore, the associated u is the
smooth function given by (5.1) and since it is a weak solution it is a solution. 
Lemma 5.6. The representation pi (defined by (5.2)) of Rd on SpR, Eq extends to a
unitary representation of Rd on L2pR, Eq.
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Proof. Since both αj and βj are selfadjoint for every j “ 1, . . . , d and tj and s are
real, the multiplication by ei
řd
j“1 tjpsαj`βjq is a unitary operator. 
To better understand the solutions we will study their behavior on lines. Con-
sider the formula (5.1). If we fix a line τx ` y in Rd, then we define for every
f P SpR, Eq the following operator:
(5.5)
pΛpx, yqfqpτq “ ppipτx` yqfq p0q “ 1?
2pi
ż 8
´8
eiτpsαpxq`βpxqqeipsαpyq`βpyqq pfpsqds.
Notice that by Lemma 5.5 we have that uf is defined by the formula (5.1) and thus,
for every x, y P Rd and τ P R, we have:
(5.6) uf pτx` yq “ pΛpx, yqfqpτq.
Let us summarize the discussion above in the following theorem:
Theorem 5.7. Given a vessel V satisfying the V R conditions and such that σ1 ą I
for some  ą 0, for every initial condition f P S 1pR, Eq we have a weak solution of the
system of input compatibility conditions in tempered distributions defined by (5.3).
Furthermore, the following holds:
‚ If f P SpR, Eq, then uf is a smooth function on Rd, that solves the system of
input compatibility equations.
‚ Fix x P Rd, such that αpxq ą I as well, then for every y P Rd, we can
extend Λpx, yq to an isometric isomorphism from L2pR, Eq to L2pR, E , αpxqq.
Furthermore, for x, x1, y P Rd, the map Λpx, yqΛpx1, yq˚ is a causal isometric
isomorphism, i.e., for every f P L2pR, Eq we have the following equalities:
ż 8
0
xαpxqpΛpx, yqfqpsq, pΛpx, yqfqpsqyds “
ż 8
0
xαpx1qpΛpx1, yqfqpsq, pΛpx1, yqfqpsqyds,ż 0
´8
xαpxqpΛpx, yqfqpsq, pΛpx, yqfqpsqyds “
ż 8
0
xαpx1qpΛpx1, yqfqpsq, pΛpx1, yqfqpsqyds.
(5.7)
In particular if y “ 0 and x1 “ e1, then we get that Λpx, 0q is a causal
isometric isomorphism from L2pR, Eq to L2pR, E , αpxqq.
‚ If f is a twice continuously differentiable function on R, such that f, f 1, f2 P
L2pR, Eq, then uf is a locally integrable function given by the formula (5.1)
and for every x, y P Rd, such that x P PospVq, the restriction of uf to the line
τx` y is given by Λpx, yqf , namely:
uf pτx` yq “ pΛpx, yqfqpτq.
‚ If f is a twice continuously differentiable function on R, such that f, f 1, f2 P
L2pR, Eq, then uf is a C1, E-valued function on Rd that solves the input com-
patibility conditions. Furthermore, uf is uniquely determined by its restriction
to the t1-axis (or in fact any line with direction vector in PospVq).
‚ If f P L2pR, Eq then for every ξ P PospVq and every ψ P SpRd, Eq we have
that:
xuf , ψy “
ż
ξK
ż 8
´8
xpΛpξ, ηqfqpsq, ψpξs` ηqydsdη.
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Proof. We have already proved the first claim of the theorem (see Lemma 5.5).
To prove the second we note that by virtue of Lemma 5.5, if f P SpR, Eq then
Λpx, yqf is a smooth function on R and is a restriction of a solution for the system
of input compatibility equations to the line τx ` y (see (5.6)). Now we recall that
αpxq ą 0 and hence we can apply [11, Prop. 2.1] ((the proof given there in the
case d “ 2 extends verbatim to the case of an arbitrary d) to get that the equations
(5.7) hold in this case. Now we can extend Λpx, yq as an isometry from L2pR, Eq to
L2pR, E , αpxqq.
We will prove the third and the fourth claims together. The proof follows similar
lines to [14, Thm. 7.3.5]. We note that by assumption there exists a function g P
L2pR, Eq and a constant C ą 0, such that for every s P R, we have:
} pfpsq} ď Cp1` |s|2q´1}pgpsq}.
Hence for every t P Rd, we have:
}ei
řd
j“1 tjpsαj`βjq pfpsq} ď Cp1` |s|2q´1}pgpsq}.
We conclude that:ż 8
´8
}ei
řd
j“1 tjpsαj`βjq pfpsq}ds ď C ż 8
´8
p1` |s|2q´1}pgpsq}ds ď
C
dż 8
´8
}pgpsq}2dsdż 8
´8
p1` |s|2q´2ds ă 8.
Hence we have Lf pt2, . . . , tdqpt1q “ 1?2pi
ş8
´8 e
i
řd
j“1 tjpsαj`βjq pfpsqds. Thus uf is
just integrating Lf against ϕ, and therefore we can conclude that uf is a function
and we can identify uf pt1, . . . , tdq “ Lf pt2, . . . , tdqpt1q. Furthermore, it is now clear
that the restriction of uf to lines is given by Λpx, yqf .
Let now 0 ă |h| ă 1, we write:
uf pt1 ` h, t2, . . . , tdq ´ uf pt1, . . . , tdq
h
“
1?
2pih
ż 8
´8
ei
řd
j“2 tjpsαj`βjq
´
eispt1`hq ´ eist1
¯ pfpsqds
Since eispt1`hq´eist1 “ is şt1`h
t1
eisxdx, we can use the integral mean value theorem
to obtain:
eispt1`hq ´ eist1 “ isheisc.
Here c lies between t1 and t1 ` h. Therefore:
uf pt1 ` h, t2, . . . , tdq ´ uf pt1, . . . , tdq
h
“ i?
2pi
ż 8
´8
ei
řd
j“2 tjpsαj`βjqseisc pfpsqds
The integral thus converges, since }s pfpsq} ď C|s|p1 ` |s|2q´1}pgpsq} and the same
argument as above applies. Now applying the dominated convergence theorem we
can deduce that
Buf
Bt1 exists and is continuous. A similar argument applies to every
tj .
Uniqueness follows from the fact that we can consider the lines parallel to the
t1-axis and use the second part to note that if a solution is 0 on the t1-axis then
using the isometry it is 0 along every such line and thus it is identically zero.
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If f is a Schwartz function, then uf is a smooth function and we have the de-
sired equality by the definition of uf and Fubini’s theorem. Now we approximate
f P L2pR, Eq be a sequence of Schwartz functions and since Λpξ, ηq is an isometry
from L2pR, Eq to L2pR, E , αpξqq, we get that }Λpξ, ηqf} ď Cpξq}f}. Thus for M
sufficiently large:
}
ż
ξK
ż 8
´8
xpΛpξ, ηqpf´fnqqpsq, ψpξs`ηqydsdη} ď Cpξq
ż
ξK
}f´fn}}ψpξs`η}L2dη
“ Cpξq
ż
ξK
}f ´ fn}p1` }η}2M q´1}p1` }η}2M qψpξs` ηq}L2dη ď C 1pξq}f ´ fn}.
The last inequality follows from the fact that:
}p1` }η}2Mψpξs` ηq}2L2 “
ż 8
´8
p1` s2q´1}p1` }η}2M qp1` s2qψpξs` ηq}2ds
ď sup
ps,ηqPRd
}p1` }η}2M qp1` s2qψpξs` ηq}2
ż 8
´8
p1` s2q´1ds.
Now applying the same consideration to the case when ξ “ e1 we get that for every
ψ P SpRd, Eq we have xufn , ψy Ñ xuf , ψy and additionally:
xuf , ψy “ lim
nÑ8xufn , ψy “ limnÑ8
ż
ξK
ż 8
´8
xpΛpξ, ηqfnqpsq, ψpξs` ηqydsdη
“
ż
ξK
ż 8
´8
xpΛpξ, ηqfqpsq, ψpξs` ηqydsdη

Remark 5.8. In fact, the third and fourth statements of the preceding theorem is
true for functions in the Sobolev space W 2,2pR, Eq. For more details on Sobolev
spaces of Banach space valued functions, see [2].
Remark 5.9. Note that for every f P SpR, Eq it is immediate from (5.5) and the
definition of pi that for every t P Rd:
Λpx, yqppiptqfq “ Λpx, y ` tqpfq
Thus, in particular, if x “ ej one of the vectors in the standard basis of Rd, then:
pΛpej , 0qppiptjejqfqqpτq “ pΛpej , tjejqfqpτq “ pΛpej , 0qfqpτ ` tjq.
The last equality follows from Equation (5.5). We conclude that if αj ą I for
some  ą 0, then Λj “ Λpej , 0q intertwines the action of R on L2pR, E , αjq by
translations with the action of R on L2pR, Eq by the restriction of pi to the one
parameter subgroup generated by ej .
6. UNITARY DILATION OF SEMIGROUPS
In order to apply the results of the previous section to dilation theory we need a
definition
Definition 6.1. Let A “ pA1, . . . , Adq be a d-tuple of commuting dissipative opera-
tors on a separable Hilbert space H. We say that A has the dissipative embedding
property if A can be embedded in a vessel V satisfying the V R conditions and such
that PospVq ‰ H and for every j “ 1, . . . , d the standard basis vector ej P PospVq.
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Lemma 6.2. Assume that A is a d-tuple of commuting dissipative operators on a
separable Hilbert space H and assume that we can embed A in a vessel V, such that
for every j “ 1, . . . , d, we have σj ě 0. Then řdj“1 Imσj “ E if and only if PospVq is
not empty. In that case we have that Rdą0 Ď PospVq. In particular if we can embed A
in a vessel V, such that for every j “ 1, . . . , d, we have σj ě 0, řdj“1 Imσj “ E and
the vessel satisfies the V R conditions, then A has the dissipative embedding property.
Proof. If there is a point ξ P PospVq, then there exists  ą 0, such that for every
u P E , we have:
nÿ
j“1
ξjxσju, uy ě }u}2.
Since each σj is positive semi-definite, if we omit the terms with ξj ď 0 from the
above sum, then we just increase it. Hence:ÿ
ξją0
ξjxσju, uy ě }u}2.
This implies that the operator
ř
ξją0 ξjσj ě I and is in particular invertible, henceřd
j“1 Imσj “ E .
Now assume conversely that
řd
j“1 Imσj “ E . Since the σj are positive semi-
definite, they admit selfadjoint square roots. We have that for every j “ 1, . . . , d,
Imσj Ď Im?σj and hence řdj“1 Im?σj “ E . We conclude that the row p?σ1, . . . ,?σdq
is strictly surjective, therefore there exists  ą 0, such that for every u P E:›››››››
¨˚
˝
?
σ1u
...?
σdu
‹˛‚
›››››››
2
ě }u}2.
But since }?σju}2 “ xσju, uy, we have that the point p1, . . . , 1q P PospVq.
From the above discussion we have that PospVq X Rdą0 ‰ H. On the other hand
for every ξ P Rdą0, we replace σj with
a
ξjσj in the above argument and get that
the point ξ P PospVq. 
Theorem 6.3. If a d-tuple A of commuting dissipative operators on a separable
Hilbert space H has the dissipative embedding property, then the semigroup of con-
tractions generated by A admits a commutative unitary dilation.
This theorem is a corollary of the following slightly more general theorem, that
we will prove in the next section.
Theorem 6.4. Assume that A is a d-tuple of commuting dissipative operators on a
Hilbert space and assume that A can be embedded into a vessel V that satisfies the
V R conditions and PospVq ‰ H, then the semigroup of contractions generated by A
restricted to PospVq admits a commutative unitary dilation.
Proof of Theorem 6.3. We have that Rdě0 Ă PospVq (in fact by Lemma 6.2 Rdą0 Ă
PospVq) and thus our semigroup admits a unitary dilation by Theorem 6.4. 
We shall now deduce a few corollaries from Theorem 6.3. We first note that we
have the following weak form of Ando’s theorem (see also [32], [38] and [39]):
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Corollary 6.5. Let A1 and A2 be two commuting dissipative operators, such that
ImpA1 ´ A1˚ q ` ImpA2 ´ A2˚ q is closed. Then the semigroup they generate admits a
commutative unitary dilation
Proof. Note that every vessel of a pair of commuting operators satisfies the V R
conditions vacuously. Furthermore, by our assumption we can embed A1 and A2
into a strict vessel that satisfies the conditions of Lemma 6.2. Therefore, they have
the dissipative embedding property and we are done. 
Recall that given a strongly continuous one-parameter semigroup C of contrac-
tions on a Hilbert space H, by a theorem of Hille and Yosida, it has a generator,
namely Cptq “ eiAt, where A is a dissipative (generally unbounded) operator
on H. If we apply the Cayley transform to A we obtain a contractive operator
T “ pA´ iIqpA` iIq´1, that is called the cogenerator of the semigroup. Note that
the semigroup can be recovered from T via exponentiation of the inverse Cayley
transform, namely Cptq “ expptpT ´ IqpT ` 1q´1q. We can also recover the cogen-
erator from the semigroup directly by the following formula (see [41] for details):
(6.1) T “ lim
sÑ0`ϕspCpsqq,
(6.2) ϕspλq “ λ´ 1` s
λ´ 1´ s “
1´ s
1` s ´
2s
1` s
8ÿ
n“1
λn
p1` sqn .
Furthermore, it was proved by Sz.-Nagy that T is unitary if and only if C is a uni-
tary semigroup. Now if we have a multi-parameter commutative group of unitaries,
its generators are strongly commuting selfadjoint operators (in the sense that the
associated projection valued measures commute). Therefore, applying the Cayley
transform we get a commuting d-tuple of unitaries. Using (6.1) and (6.2) we con-
clude that for a commutative semigroup of contractions that admit a commutative
unitary dilation, the cogenerators of the unitary group are commuting dilations of
the cogenerators of the original semigroup. This discussion leads us to the follow-
ing negative result:
Proposition 6.6. Not every d-tuple of commuting dissipative operators on a separable
Hilbert space has the dissipative embedding property.
Proof. Consider the Parrot example described in [29]. The example is three com-
muting contractive matrices with spectrum concentrated at 0. Hence we can ap-
ply the Cayley transform to obtain three commuting dissipative operators, A “
pA1, A2, A3q. If A had the dissipative embedding property then by Theorem 6.3 the
semigroup they generate would have had a commutative unitary dilation. Thus the
cogenerators of this dilation would have been commuting unitary dilations of the
original Parrot example and that is a contradiction. 
The following corollary is also well known, see for example [32] and [35].
Corollary 6.7. If A1, . . . , Ad are doubly commuting, dissipative operators on H, such
that
řd
j“1 ImpAj ´ Aj˚ q is closed, then the semigroup they generate admits a dilation
to a commutative semigroup of unitaries.
Proof. Note that since
řd
j“1 ImpAj ´ Aj˚ q is closed, by Lemma 6.2 we have that
PospVq contains the positive orthant, where V is the strict vessel. By Corollary 4.8
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we have that V satisfies the V R conditions and thus we can apply Theorem 6.3 to
get the result. 
7. CONSTRUCTION OF THE DILATION (PROOF OF THEOREM 6.4)
We are given a d-tuple of dissipative operators A “ pA1, . . . , Adq on a separable
Hilbert space H embedded in a commutative vessel V that satisfies the V R condi-
tions and such that PospVq ‰ H. We will construct a Hilbert space K, an isometric
embedding ι : H ãÑ K and a unitary representation ρ : Rd Ñ BpKq, such that for
every t P PospVq and every h P H we have ι˚ρptqιphq “ eitAh. Notice that by
passing to the SOT-limit we see that the result still holds for t P PospVq.
We assume without loss of generality that e1 P PospVq. As in Section 5 we
may (changing the inner product on E) assume that σ1 “ IE . Recall from [27]
and [36, Prop. 1.3.1] that given a u P C1pRd, Eq that satisfies the input compati-
bility conditions, we can solve the time domain system of equations for any initial
condition xp0q “ h P H using formula (2.7). In particular:
(7.1) xptq “ xpt, 0, . . . , 0q “ eitA1
ˆ
h´ i
ż t
0
e´isA1Φ˚upsqds
˙
.
This idea allows us to decompose the space of ”nice” trajectories of the associated
system into a direct sum of the form Wout ‘ H ‘ Win. Here H represents the
initial condition. We then introduce using the theory developed in Section 5 a
unitary representation of Rd on this space, such that the compression of its PospVq
semigroup to H is our initial semigroup of contractions restricted to PospVq.
Let us consider first the case of a single operator with σ1 “ IE . This is a classical
construction one can find for example in [23], [24], [41], [30] and [34]. Note that
in this case the one-parameter semigroup T ptq “ eitA1 for t ą 0 is a semigroup
of contractions on H. Set K “ L2pRă0, Eq ‘H ‘ L2pRą0, Eq and we are going to
describe a dilation of T to K. To do this we need the following lemma:
Lemma 7.1. Given a triple py, h, uq P K there exists a unique (strongly) absolutely
continuous function x : RÑ H, such that for t ą 0:
ix1ptq `A1xptq “ Φ˚uptq
and for t ă 0:
ix1ptq `A1˚xptq “ Φ˚yptq.
We then extend y to y˜ : RÑ E by defining for t ą 0:
y˜ptq “ uptq ´ iΦxptq
and we extend u to u˜ : RÑ E by defining for for t ă 0:
u˜ptq “ yptq ` iΦxptq.
Then we have y˜, u˜ P L2pR, Eq.
Proof. We define x in terms of u using (7.1) for t ą 0 and in terms of y using the
analog of (7.1) for the adjoint system (see (2.8)) for t ă 0:
(7.2) xptq “
$&%e
itA1
´
h´ i şt
0
e´isA1Φ˚upsqds
¯
, t ą 0;
eitA
˚
1
´
h` i ş0
t
e´isA
˚
1 Φ˚ypsqds
¯
, t ă 0;
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Then clearly x is an absolutely continuous H-valued function on R. Now from
the energy conservation equations (2.9) we get that for t ą 0:
}xptq}2 ´ }h}2 “
ż t
0
xu˜, u˜y ´
ż t
0
xy˜, y˜y.
We conclude that: ż t
0
xy˜, y˜y ď
ż t
0
xu˜, u˜y ` }h}2.
Therefore y˜ P L2pR, Eq and similarly for u˜. 
Notice that the trajectory py˜, x, u˜q is the unique trajectory of the system (equiv-
alently pu˜, x, y˜q is a unique trajectory of the adjoint system), such that y˜|Ră0 “ y,
xp0q “ h and u˜|Rą0 “ u . The following proposition provides a dilation of the one
parameter semigroup of contractions generated by A1.
Proposition 7.2. There exists a unitary representation ρ of the Lie group R on K,
such that if P is the projection onto H, then:
Pρptqp0, h, 0q “ p0, eitA1h, 0q.
Proof. Let py, h, uq P K, let py˜, x, u˜q be the unique trajectory of the system associated
to our triple, where x is defined by (7.2). Denote by y˜tpsq “ y˜ps` tq and similarly
u˜tpsq “ u˜ps` tq, for every t P R. Now we define our representation as follows:
ρptqpy, h, uq “ py˜t|Ră0 , xptq, u˜t|Rą0q.
Using the energy balance equations we obtain for t ą 0:
}xptq}2 “ }xp0q}2 `
ż t
0
xupsq, upsqyds´
ż
0txy˜psq, y˜psqyds.
Therefore for t ą 0:
}ρptqpy, h, uq}2 “ }xptq}2 `
ż 0
´8
xy˜tpsq, y˜tpsqyds`
ż 8
0
xu˜tpsq, u˜tpsqyds “
}xptq}2 `
ż 0
´8
xy˜ps` tq, y˜ps` tqyds`
ż 8
0
xu˜ps` tq, u˜ps` tqyds “
}h}2 `
ż t
0
xupsq, upsqyds´
ż t
0
xy˜psq, y˜psqyds`
ż t
´8
xy˜psq, y˜psqyds`ż 8
t
xu˜psq, u˜psqyds “ }h}2 `
ż 8
0
xupsq, upsqyds`
ż 0
´8
xypsq, ypsqyds “ }py, h, uq}2
Hence ρ is a unitary representation of R. Now note that from (7.2) we have that
for the triple p0, h, 0q the associated x is:
xptq “
#
eitA1h, t ą 0
eitA
˚
1 h, t ă 0 .
Hence for positive t we obtain that Pρptqp0, h, 0q “ p0, xptq, 0q “ p0, eitA1h, 0q. 
This idea leads us to consider the following construction. We construct weak
solutions of the system of input and output compatibility equations from u˜ and
y˜ and we plug these weak solution, more precisely the functions Λpξ, ηqpu˜q and
Λpξ, ηqpy˜q, into the formula (2.7) to get a state function x on Rd that is absolutely
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continuous on lines ξt ` η, such that ξ P PospVq. However, first we need a dense
subspace to work with.
Lemma 7.3. Let K0 Ă K be the subspace of triples py, h, uq, such that both y˜ and u˜
are twice continuously differentiable and both of the derivatives are square-summable,
then K0 “ K.
Proof. First note that since both u˜ and y˜ are twice continuously differentiable, we
have that x is thrice continuously differentiable and h “ xp0q. Using (7.2) we get
that h is independent of u and y (it is in fact the initial condition). We must require
that limtÑ0` uptq and limtÑ0´ yptq exist and we denote them by u˜p0q and y˜p0q,
respectively. Similarly for their derivatives. Furthermore, we have the following
condition on the values at 0 and the derivatives:
u˜p0q ´ y˜p0q “ iΦh, u˜1p0q ´ y˜1p0q “ ΦΦ˚u˜p0q ´ ΦA1h “ ΦΦ˚y˜p0q ´ ΦA1˚h.
u˜2p0q ´ y˜2p0q “ ΦΦ˚σu1p0q ´ iA21h` iA1Φ˚σup0q.
Therefore, a choice of h P H forces three conditions on both u and y. However,
a standard argument shows that twice continuously differentiable functions, with
boundary conditions on them and their derivatives are dense in L2pR`, Eq and
L2pR´, Eq. 
This lemma allows us to define for every t P Rd an operator on K0. Let us denote
by yf the weak solution for the system of output compatibility equations with the
initial condition f on the t1-axis and by Λ˚px, yqf the associated linear map. Given
py, h, uq P K0, we construct u˜ and y˜. We then apply the transform u and y, respec-
tively, to get (by Theorem 5.7) continuously differentiable functions u: “ uu˜ and
y: “ yu˜ on Rd, that solve the system of input and output compatibility conditions.
Since these functions are continuously differentiable we can solve the associated
system of our vessel with initial condition h, using (2.7) to obtain a twice continu-
ously differentiable function x. Using the second equation of the system we obtain
an output function z, that solves the system of output compatibility equations and
coincides with y˜ on the t1-axis, thus by uniqueness z “ y:. We define:
ρptqpy, h, uq “ py:p¨, t2, . . . , tdq|ăt1 , xptq, u:p¨, t2, . . . , tdq|ąt1q.
Note that it is immediate that ρp0q is the identity on K0.
Remark 7.4. Note that it is possible to use Equation (2.7) to construct the state
signal for all t P Rd, since the operators A1, . . . , Ad are bounded and thus generate
a group. In case these operators were unbounded one could run the adjoint system
first to go back and then run the original system to obtain the value of the state
signal. One of course would have in that case to show the commutation of the two
actions.
Lemma 7.5. For every py, h, uq P K0 we have that:
‚ For every t, s P Rd, we have that ρptqρpsqpy, h, uq “ ρpt ` sqpy, h, uq. There-
fore, ρ is in fact a representation of Rd.
‚ For every t P PospVq, we have that }ρptqpy, h, uq} “ }py, h, uq} and hence, in
particular ρptq extends to an isometry on K.
‚ For every t P ´PospVq, we have that }ρptqpy, h, uq} “ }py, h, uq} and hence
ρptq is in fact a unitary on K, for every t P PospVq Y ´PospVq.
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Proof. The first claim follows from the uniqueness part of Theorem 5.7. Namely,
since u: and y: were determined uniquely by their restriction to any line with direc-
tion vector in PospVq and additionally restriction commutes with shifts, the claim
follows.
For t P Rd we write Λptq “ Λpt, 0q and σptq “ řdj“1 tjσj . To prove the second
claim we apply (2.9) (modified to the straight line segment from 0 to t) to get that
for every t P PospVq we have:
}xptq}2 “ }h}2 `
ż 1
0
xσptqpΛptqu˜qpwq, pΛptqu˜qpwqydw´ż 1
0
xσptqpΛ˚ptqy˜qpwq, pΛ˚ptqy˜qpwqydw
(note that by Theorem 5.7 we have that Λptqpu˜qpwq “ u:ptwq and Λ˚ptqpy˜qpwq “
y:ptwq). Let us write ut “ Λptqpu˜q and yt “ Λ˚ptqpy˜q. Applying Theorem 5.7 again
we obtain: ż 8
0
xσptqutpwq, utpwqydw “
ż 8
0
xupwq, upwqydw,ż 0
´8
xσptqytpwq, ytpwqydw “
ż 0
´8
xypwq, ypwqydw.
We now compute:
}py, h, uq}2 “ }h}2 `
ż 8
0
xupwq, upwqydw `
ż 0
´8
xypwq, ypwqydw “
}xptq}2 ´
ż 1
0
xσptqutpwq, utpwqydw `
ż 1
0
xσptqytpwq, ytpwqydw`ż 8
0
xσptqutpwq, utpwqydw `
ż 0
´8
xσptqytpwq, ytpwqydw “
}xptq}2 `
ż 8
1
xσptqutpwq, utpwqydw `
ż 1
´8
xσptqytpwq, ytpwqydw “
}xptq}2 `
ż 8
0
xσptqpΛpt, tqu˜qpwq, pΛpt, tqu˜qpwqydw`ż 0
´8
xσptqpΛ˚pt, tqy˜qpwq, pΛ˚pt, tqy˜qpwqydw.
Another application of Theorem 5.7 gives us that both Λpt, tqΛpe1, tq˚ and Λ˚pt, tqΛ˚pe1, tq˚
are causal isometric isomorphisms and hence:
}py, h, uq} “ }ρptqpy, h, uq}.
The third claim is identical to the second but we exchange the roles of u and y.
Since for t P PospVq Y ´PospVq we have that ρptqρp´tq “ ρp´tqρptq “ 1 by the
first part of the lemma, we conclude that ρptq is a surjective isometry and hence a
unitary and that ρp´tq “ ρptq˚.

Lemma 7.6. For every py, h, uq P K, the following function is well defined for every t P
Rd, xptq “ PHρptqpy, h, uq. Furthermore, x is continuous and absolutely continuous
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on lines with a direction vector ξ P PospVq and we have the equality:
(7.3) xpξs` ηq “ eipξs`ηqA
ˆ
h` i
ż s
0
e´ipξw`ηqAΦ˚σpξqpΛpξqu˜qpwqdw
˙
.
And thus for every line ξs` η, with ξ P PospVq, we have:
dx
ds
“ iξAx´ iΦ˚σpξqpΛpξ, ηqu˜q.
Proof. For every  ą 0 we choose py0, h, u0q P K0, such that }py, h, uq´py0, h, u0q} ă
. Then for every t P Rd we get }x0ptq ´ PHρptqpy, h, uq} ă , since PHρptq is
a contraction. Since x0 is continuous a standard {3 argument shows that x is
continuous.
If we prove that xpξs` ηq has the form described in (7.3), then we immediately
see that x is absolutely continuous on those lines. Let us fix ξ P PospVq, then:
x0pξsq “ eiξAh` i
ż s
0
eipξ´wξqAΦ˚σpξqpΛpξqpu˜0qpwqdw.
We note that for every 0 ď w ď 1, we have 1 ´ w ě 0 and thus eipξ´wξqA is a
contraction. Hence:
x0pξsq ´ xpξsq “
››››ż s
0
eipξ´wξqAΦ˚σpξqpΛpξqpu˜0 ´ u˜qpwqdw
›››› ď
C
ż 1
0
}σpξqpΛpξqpu˜0 ´ u˜qpwq}dw ď C
dż 1
0
}σtpΛpξqpu˜0 ´ u˜qpwq}2dw.
Now using functional calculus we note that there is a constant C 1, such that for
every ξ P E the inequality }σptqξ}2 ď C 1xσptqξ, ξy holds. We thus conclude that:››››ż s
0
eipξ´wξqAΦ˚σpξqpΛpξqpu˜0 ´ u˜qpwqdw
››››
ď C?C 1
dż 8
0
xσpξqpΛpξqpu˜0 ´ u˜qpwq, pΛpξqpu˜0 ´ u˜qpwqydw ă C
?
C 1
?
.
Letting  tend to 0 we get the desired result.

Remark 7.7. For every line ξs` η, with ξ P PospVq, we have that:
pΛpξ, ηqy˜qpsq “ pΛpξ, ηqpu˜qpsq ` iΦxpξs` ηq.
Proof of Theorem 6.3. First we note that by Lemma 7.5 and the fact that PospVq
spans Rd we get that ρ is a unitary representation of Rd on K.
Now we need to check that if PH : K Ñ H is the orthogonal projection, then
PHρptqp0, h, 0q “ eitAh, for every h P H. This, however, follows immediately from
Lemma 7.6. 
Lastly, we discuss the minimality of the unitary dilation that we have constructed.
Recall that the dilation ρ is minimal if SpantρptqH | t P Rdu “ K or equivalently
that there exists no ρ-invariant subspace of HK. For simplicity we shall assume that
A1, . . . , Ad have the dissipative embedding property.
Lemma 7.8. Let X and Y be Hilbert spaces and A : X Ñ Y be an injective bounded
linear operator. Then the induced linear map A : S 1pRd,X q Ñ S 1pRd,Yq is injective.
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Proof. We need to show that for every ϕ P S 1pRd,X q, such that Aϕ “ 0 we have
that for every f P SpRd,X q, xϕ, fy “ 0. Since SpRd,X q – SpRdqpbX if we show the
claim for elementary tensors we will be done, since their span is dense. So given a
function f P SpRdq and v P X , we consider the function fptqv. If v P ImA˚, then
v “ A˚w and we get:
xϕ, fptqvy “ xAϕ, fptqwy “ 0.
Since ImA˚ is dense, for every v P X , we can choose a sequence vn P ImA˚, that
converges to v. Thus the sequence fptqvn will converge in SpRd,X q to fptqv. By
continuity of ϕ we have that xϕ, fptqvy “ 0 for every v P X and we are done.

Lemma 7.9. The dilation obtained above is minimal if V is weakly strict.
Proof. Let us consider the subspace L “ SpantρptqH | t P Rdu Ă K and assume the
vessel V is weakly strict. Consider the orthogonal complement LK of L. Since ρ
is unitary and L is ρ invariant, we have that LK is ρ-invariant as well. Note that
every vector in LK is of the form py, 0, uq and by invariance we have that the state
function x we generate is identically 0. From Lemma 7.6 we get that for ξ P PospVq
Φ˚σpξquptq “ 0 almost everywhere on every line in direction ξ. By Theorem 5.7 for
every ψ P SpRd, Eq we have:
xΦ˚σpξquu˜, ψy “
ż
ξK
ż 8
´8
xΦ˚σpξqpΛpξ, ηqu˜psq, ψpsξ ` ηqydsdη “ 0.
Now we note that since V is weakly strict we have that XξPPospVq ker Φ˚σpξq “ 0.
Thus if we consider the operator pΦ˚σ1, . . . ,Φ˚σdq : E Ñ Ed, then by Lemma 7.8 it
is injective and we conclude that uu˜ “ 0. We need now only to deduce that u˜ “ 0.
Let now g P SpR, Eq and h P SpRd´1q. We write t1 “ pt2, . . . , tdq and define a
function fpt1, . . . , tdq “ gpt1qhpt1q P SpRd, Eq and we get:
0 “ xuu˜, fy “
ż
Rd´1
gpt1qxLu˜pt1q, hydt1.
Now we assume that u˜ ‰ 0, ,then there exists h P SpR, Eq, such that xu˜, hy ‰ 0.
Since Lu˜ is a smooth function there exists a δ ą 0, such that for every t1 P Rd´1
if }t1} ă δ, then without loss of generality RexLu˜pt1q, hy ą 0. Furthermore, we can
choose gpt1q to be a bump function that is 1 on the ball of radius δ{2 and is zero
outside of a ball of radius δ and is always positive. Thus:
Re
ż
Rd´1
gpt1qxLu˜pt1q, hydt1 “
ż
Bδ
gpt1qRexLu˜pt1q, hydt1 ą 0.
This is a contradiction and thus u˜ “ 0. Since x we can conclude that y “ 0 and we
are done. 
This condition is sufficient, but we can also get a necessary condition. To this
end we need the following simple lemma:
Lemma 7.10. Let E be a Hilbert space and W Ă E a closed subspace. Let αj and βj ,
j “ 1, . . . , d be operators on E , such that for every s P C, and every 1 ď j ă k ď d we
have:
rsαj ` βj , sαk ` βks “ 0.
Then the following are equivalent:
(i) For every j “ 1, . . . , d we have that αjW ĂW and βjW ĂW ,
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(ii) For every polynomial p P Crz1, . . . , zds and every s P C, we have that ppsα1 `
β1, . . . , sαd ` βdqW ĂW ,
(iii) For every polynomial p P Crz1, . . . , zds and almost every s P C, we have that
ppsα1 ` β1, . . . , sαd ` βdqW ĂW ,
Proof. The equivalence of piq and piiq is obvious as well as the fact that piiq implies
piiiq. To see that piiiq implies piiq note that for every ξ P W and every polynomial
p P Crz1, . . . , zds the following function is a continuous function in s:
s ÞÑ ppsα1 ` β1, . . . , sαd ` βdqξ.
Composing with the projection onto E{W we get a continuous function that is 0
almost everywhere and thus is identically 0. 
So assume V is not weakly strict and write W “ Xdj“1 ker Φ˚σj . Assume that
there exists a vector w PW, such that for every j “ 1, . . . , d we have that αjw PW
and βjw Ă W . Fix some compact set K “ ra, bs Ă Rą0 and set u˜ “ F´1p1Kwq.
Note that the values of u are all in W since W is closed. Furthermore, we have
that:
upt1, . . . , tdq “ 1?
2pi
ż 8
´8
ei
řd
j“1 tjpsαj`βjqpupsqds “ 1?
2pi
ż b
a
ei
řd
j“1 tjpsαj`βjqwds.
Now the last expression belongs to W by our assumption. Then if we construct the
associated state x for an initial condition h we get that x “ 0 identically. Therefore,
the triple pu|Ră0 , 0, u|Rą0q is a non-zero vector orthogonal to L, the space defined
in the Lemma above.
Proposition 7.11. If there exists a closed subspace 0 ‰M Ă W, invariant under αj
and βj for every j “ 1, . . . , d, then the construction yields a non-minimal dilation. In
other words if we have a minimal dilation then there is no such subspace of W.
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